Accessing Images associated with a Case in Case Builder

This tip sheet describes how to view images that have been taken via Haiku/Canto.

When a case is built from an OpTime specimen that has a corresponding Haiku/Canto Image saved to the same encounter, the below header will appear at the top of Case Builder, which contains a hyperlink that will allow you to review the images.

1. Click the **Pathology Encounter Images** hyperlink.
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2. Click the hyperlink that appears in the New Media section.
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3. From here, you have two options.
   a. You can click the chevron

![Case Builder with New Media](image)

- You will have to scroll within the case builder pane to see it:
or

a. Click the hyperlink itself.

- This will open the image in its own floating window pane for review:
Accessing Images Associated with a Case in Case Results

The images can also be found and reviewed in Case Results by navigating to the “Pathology History w/ Hx & In Process” snapshot report, which contains the same Media section that displays in Case Builder:

From here you can expand the image (click the chevron) and scroll to review, or click the hyperlink text to open the image in a floating pane.